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Chapter 1 : Introduction to the Library
1.1. Introduction
The Subroutine Library in Control and Systems Theory SLICOT is a library of
widely used control system design algorithms.
The intention of this library is to form the basis of new design software
packages, thus avoiding duplication of software development and allowing a
concentration of effort in establishing a standard set of, as far as possible,
numerically robust routines with known performances in terms of reliability and
efficiency.
In order to achieve the latter objective it will be necessary to take account of the
latest developments in numerical analysis techniques, as applicable to control
algorithms, and to consult widely with experts in the field of numerical analysis,
principally numerical linear algebra.
Of no less importance however is the need to establish software documentation and
implementation standards. This is necessary in order to ensure a uniform,
understandable user interface, fundamental to user acceptance of the library
routines and to ensure portability, reliability and ease of maintenance of the
software itself, particularly where the software may be used and/or modified in a
variety of environments, by a variety of users.
This report about standards concerning the routines in the SLICOT Library has
been written in order to guide potential contributors to the Library. Hopefully, it
may also stimulate people to contribute.
The material used to specify the standards has been drawn from a number of
sources, details of which are given in the list of references at the end of the
report.
No claims are made for the completeness of the information here in defining a
software standard, but rather the aim has been to provide a set of simple
understandable guidelines which nevertheless go a long way towards achieving the
objectives described above.
The applicability of the Library is substantially enhanced when its routines are
embedded in a user-friendly and widely accepted standard environment like
MATLAB by an appropriate interface. Such an environment provides the user a
flexible and easy way of combining and experimenting with the routines of the
Library and the tools of MATLAB. Moreover, the use of FORTRAN-written routines
within MATLAB often has considerable advantages with respect to execution speed
compared to similar genuine MATLAB m-files. Such an interface with MATLAB is
described in [8].
For convenience of future contributors a summary of what a contribution to the
Library should consist of is given as a checklist in the Appendix.
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1.2. Structure of the Library
1.2.1.

The SLICOT Library is divided into chapters, each devoted to a global
area. Each area is denoted by a specific letter and title, e.g.
M
S

- Mathematical Routines
- Synthesis Routines

Each chapter is divided into subchapters, devoted to a more specific
problem area and denoted by a second letter and a title, e.g.
MB - Linear Algebra
SB - State-space Synthesis
Each subchapter is divided into sections. A section, concerning a class of
problems. is denoted by a number and a title, e.g.
MBOS SB02 -

Matrix Functions
Riccati Equations

A subchapter may consist of only one section.
The complete list of chapters, subchapters and sections is given in
Section 1.6. Library Index.
1.2.2.

The Library will contain two categories of routines accessible to users:
fully documented (user-callable) routines, which are each documented by a
Library Routine Document in the Library Manual;
supporting (lower-level) routines, which are intended to be used, not by
the generality of users, but by experts, by software developers, and
especially by contributors to the Library; the Library Manual will only
contain a list of the names of such routines and their capabilities; more
detailed documentation will be provided for by in-line documentation only.
The supporting routines are a privileged selection from the general
collection of auxiliary routines. They give users access to separate
components of the computations performed by the fully documented
routines.
As a rough guide, a fully documented routine should be designed to solve
a complete problem (e.g. to solve a Sylvester equation AX + XB = C with
general matrices A, B, C); a supporting routine would perform some part of
the necessary computations (e.g. to solve a Sylvester equation with A
Hessenberg and B 2 x 2).

1.2.3.

In each chapter the first subchapter is reserved for service routines
(auxiliary routines) to perform elementary or subsidiary computations.
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1.2.4.

The policy of the Library is not to introduce an unnecessary number of
routines into it. In order to perform a number of related tasks, or to
perform a main task with a variety of subtasks, a single routine with a
MODE parameter is often a satisfactory design, provided that most of the
parameters are used for all option-settings.

1.2.5.

It is important that parts of the Library should not develop in isolation.
Contributors in related areas should discuss areas of overlap or
interaction. Duplication of code in different chapters must be avoided.
There must be consistency and compatibility between routines in all
chapters of the Library.

1.3. Choice of algorithms
The main criteria for including an algorithm in the Library are :
usefulness : an algorithm must solve problems of practical utility to at least some
section of the intended users of the Library; it should not be included simply
because it implements an elegant numerical technique, or for purely educational
reasons;
robustness : an algorithm must either return reliable results, or it must return an
error or warning indicator, if the problem has not been well-posed, or if the
problem does not fall in the class to which the algorithm is applicable, or if the
problem is too ill-conditioned to be solved in a particular computing environment.
If this requirement is too stringent (as it may be in some chapters of the Library),
the documentation must make the possible risks very clear;
numerical stability and accuracy : algorithms should return results that are as
good as can be expected when working at a given precision.
If available at low cost, algorithms should provide a parameter which estimates the
accuracy actually achieved. The documentation should be able to give a clear
simple statement of the accuracy to be expected, if possible as a rigorous upper
bound. otherwise as a conservative estimate;
speed : an algorithm should never be chosen for its speed if it fails to meet the
usual standards of robustness, numerical stability and accuracy, as described above.
Speed should be evaluated across a wide range of computing environments;
therefore it should usually be considered in terms of the number of floating-point
operations, or the number and cost of iterations.
The requirements of vector-processors must be taken into account. and may imply
a different choice of algorithms than those of scalar processors; if a reasonable
compromise is not possible, more than one algorithm for the same problem may
need to be included in the library.
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1.4. Naming Convention
Every user-callable or lower-level routine in the Library must have a name of the
following structure :
< chapter> <Section> < free> < type>
in which
chapter ::=

<two letters > corresponding to the chapter (first letter) and the
subchapter (second letter) in the Library Index in which the
routine is located.

section ::=

<two digits> corresponding to the section in the chapter in the
Library Index in which the routine is located.

free
type

.."-....--

<letter> which may freely be chosen.
for a user-callable routine this <letter> must be :
D for a double precision routine,
S for a single precision routine,
C for a complex double precision routine;
for a lower-level routine this <letter> may be every letter, except
D, S and C.

Example:
The subroutine ABOlCD is an Analysis Routine (A) in subchapter State-space
Analysis (AB), section 1 (01) of type DOUBLE PRECISION (D).
1.5. User Manual
The SLICOT User Manual is organized in chapters.
Each chapter consists of :
- an introduction to the problem area
- a table of contents, with a list of all fully documented (user-callable) routines of
the chapter
- a Library Routine Document for each routine.
The manual starts with a General Introduction (Introduction, Library Contents,
Library Index, Keyword Index) and ends with a list of all supporting routines
(lower-level).
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1.6. Library Index
Chapter - U: Utility Routines
UA : Auxiliary Routines
UB : File Handling
UC : Graphics Handling
UD : Numerical Data Handling
UE : Machine Parameters
UF : Text Handling
Chapter - M: Mathematical Routines

MA : Auxiliary Routines
MAOI : Mathematical Scalar Routines
MA02 : Mathematical Vector/Matrix Routines
MA03 : Sorting Routines
MA04 : Statistical Routines
MB : Linear Algebra
MBOI : Basic Linear Algebra Manipulations
MB02 : Linear Equations and Least Squares
MB03 : Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
MB04 : Decompositions and Transformations
MBOS : Matrix Functions
MC : Polynomial and Rational Function Manipulations
MCOI : Scalar Polynomials
MC02 : Scalar Rational Functions
MC03 : Polynomial Matrices
MD : Optimization
MDOI : Basic Optimization Routines
MD02 : Unconstrained Linear Least Squares
M003 : Unconstrained Nonlinear Least Squares
MD04 ; Minimax Problems
MOOS: Other Unconstrained Problems
M006 : Linearly Constrained Linear Least Squares
M007 : Linearly Constrained Nonlinear Least Squares
MOOS: Other Linearly Constrained Problems
M009 : Nonlinearly Constrained Nonlinear Least Squares
MOI0: Other Nonlinearly Constrained Problems
ME : Zeros and Nonlinear Equations
MEOI : Zeros of a Polynomial
ME02 : Zero(s) of a Function
ME03 : Systems of Nonlinear Equations
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MF : Differential Equations
MFOl : Initial Value Problems
MF02 : Boundary Value Problems
MF03 : Partial Differential Equations
Chapter - T: Transformation Routines
T A : Auxiliary Routines
TB : State-space
TC : Polynomial Matrix
TD : Rational Matrix
TE : Frequency Response
TF : Time Response
Chapter - A: Analysis Routines
AA : Auxiliary Routines
AB : State-space Analysis
ABOl : Canonical and Quasi Canonical Forms
AB02 : Change of Basis
AB03: Structural Indices
AB04 : ContinuouslDiscrete Time
AB05 : Interconnection of Subsystems
AB06 : Controllability, Observability
AB07 : Inverse and Dual Systems
ABOS : Poles, Zeros, Gain
AB09 : Model Reduction
ABlO : (A,B) Invariant and Almost (A,B) Invariant Subspaces
ABH : Controllability and Almost Controllability Subspaces
ABl2 : Scalar and Multivariable Root Loci
AB13 : Nyquist Diagrams
ABl4 : Bode Diagrams
ABl5 : Simulation
AC : Polynomial Matrix Analysis
ACOl : Canonical and Quasi Canonical Forms
AC02 : Equivalence Transformations
AC03 : Greatest Common Divisor
AC04 : ContinuouslDiscrete Time
AC05 : Interconnection of Subsystems
AC06 : Controllability, Observability
AC07 : Inverse Systems
AC08 : Poles, Zeros
AC09 : Model Reduction
AClO : Root Loci
ACH : Nyquist Diagrams
AC12 : Bode Diagrams
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AD : Rational Matrix Analysis
ADOl : Equivalence Transfonnations
AD02 : Structural Indices
AD03 : Continuous/Discrete Time
AD04 : Interconnection of Subsystems
ADOS: Inverse Systems
AD06 : Poles, Zeros
AD07 : Model Reduction
AD08 : Root Loci
AD09 : Nyquist Diagrams
ADlO : Bode Diagrams
AE : Frequency Response Analysis
AE01 : PolarlRectangular Coordinates
AE02 : Interpolation
AE03 : Inverse Systems
AE04 : Continuous/Discrete Time
AE05 : Interconnection of Subsystems

AF : Time Response Analysis
AFOI : Scaling
AF02 : Interpolation
AF03 : Convolution, Deconvolution
AF04 : Interconnection of Subsystems
AF05 : Controllability, Observability
AF06 : Change of Basis
AF07 : Model Reduction
Chapter - S: Synthesis Routines

SA : Auxiliary Routines
SB : State-space Synthesis
SB01 : Eigenvalue/Eigenvector Assignment
SB02 : Riccati Equations
SB03 : Lyapunov Equations
SB04 : Sylvester Equations
SB05: Minimum Variance Control
SB06 : Dead Beat Control
SB07 : Observers
SB08 : Spectral Factorization
SB09 : Realization Methods
SBI0 : Optimal Regulator Problems
SBU : Hierarchical Control
SB12 : Decentralized Control
SB13 : Non-interacting Control
SB14 : Model Matching
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SC : Polynomial Matrix Synthesis
SCOt : EigenvaluelEigenvector Assignment
SC02: Minimum Variance Control
SC03 : Non-interacting Control
SC04 : Model Matching
SC05 : Parameter Optimization
SO : Rational Matrix Synthesis
SE : Frequency Response Synthesis

SF: Time Response Synthesis
Chapter - D: Data Analysis

DA : Auxiliary Routines
DB : Scaling, Interpolation
DC : Statistical Properties
DD : Trend Removal
DE: Covariances
DF: Spectra
DG : Discrete Fourier Transforms
DH : Z-Transforms
DJ : Prediction
DK: Windowing
DL : Filter Design

Chapter - I: Identification

IA : Auxiliary Routines
IB : Non-parametric Methods
IBOI : Frequency Analysis
IB02 : Transient Analysis

IC : Parametric Methods
IC01 : Covariance Methods
IC02 : Deconvolution, Numerical Normal Equations
IC03 : Bayes Estimation
IC04 : Maximum Likelihood
IC05 : Least Squares Methods
IC06 : Instrumental Variable Methods
le07 : Model Reference Methods
IC08 : Prediction Error Methods
IC09 : Stochastic Approximation

ICIO : Order/Structure Determination
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ID : General Methods
1001: Parameter and State Estimation Combined
1002 : Use of Deterministic Signals
ID03 : Evaluation of Input Signals
ID04 : Test of Model Structure
Chapter - F: Filtering
FA: Auxiliary Routines
FB : Kalman Filters
FC : LPC Filters
FD : Fast Recursive Least Squares Filters
Chapter - C: Adaptive Control
CA : Auxiliary Routines
CB : Self-tuning Control
CB01: Minimum Variance Methods
CB02 : Predictive Control Methods
CB03 : Pole Placement Methods
CC : Model Reference Adaptive Control
CD : Parameter Estimation
COOl: Matrix Inversion Lemma
CD02 : Square Root Algorithm
CD03 : UTDU Transformation
Chapter - N: Nonlinear Systems
NA : Auxiliary Routines
NB : Volterra Series
NC : Bilinear Systems
ND : Describing Functions
NE : Stability Tests
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Chapter 2 : Software Implementation Standards
2.1. General Rules

2.1.1.

Subprograms must be written in standard FORTRAN?? as specified in
ANSI X3.9-1978, ISO 1539-1980(E) with a number of additional restrictions
(see section 2.3.). If possible, they should be verified by passing them
through a FORTRAN77 verifier (as e.g. provided in TOOLPACK, cf [?]).
The only extension to the FORTRAN?? standard is the use of a double
precision complex data type (COMPLEX*16) in some routines. There is no
provision for this data type in the standard.

2.1.2.

Subprograms must be independent of the problem size and should be
capable of being called by a program which is designed to handle
problems of different sizes.

2.1.3.

In general subprograms must not carry out internally any input or output
of data to external devices, such as terminals, printers, disk files, etc.
Exceptions to this rule are : Error routines (they should write on a
specified file) and I/O routines meant for interactive usage.

2.1.4.

Every effort must be made to avoid program failure within subprograms
due to bad data, etc. The preferred response to failure conditions is an
orderly return of control to the calling program together with the setting
of an appropriate well defined error flag.

2.2. User Interface Standards
2.2.1.

All input data required by the subprogram and all output data to be
returned to the calling program must be transferred via the argument list.
No data essential to the operation of the subprogram may be transferred
via COMMON statements. Specific constants, such as characteristics of the
computational environment should be provided for via an appropriate
function or subroutine call within the routine.

2.2.2.

The order of the parameters in the argument list in every user-callable
routine must be as follows :
- User-supplied functions;
- Input scalar parameters of the problem;
- Input array parameters of the problem, directly followed by their leading
first dimension and second dimension if applicable;
- Output scalar result parameters;
- Output array result parameters, directly followed by their leading first
dimension and second dimension if applicable;
- Workspace parameters;
- Tolerance parameters;
- Mode parameters;
- Warning indicator;
- Error indicator;
Note: input parameters may also be output parameters.
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2.2.3.

There should be no parameter in the argument list which is a function of
other parameters.

2.2.4.

All 1-dimensional arrays (unless of fixed size) must be declared with
adjustable array sizes, or assumed-size dimensions if that is not possible.
For example, the declaration
REALX(N)
should only be used if the routine in question will not be called with N<l.
Otherwise, the declaration
REALX(*)
should be used. Similar remarks also apply to the last dimension of 2dimensional and 3-dimensional arrays (see below).
Each 2-dimensional array must have its own leading dimension, to be
passed as a separate integer parameter, directly following the array-name
in the argument list. For this integer parameter a name of the form
LD<array-name> must be used.
E.g. the 2-dimensional array A, which is supposed to contain an N x N
matrix, is declared as :
SUBROUTINE XXXXXX(N, A, LDA, ... )
INTEGER N, LDA
DOUBLE PRECISION A(LDA, N)
Each 3-dimensional array must have its own leading dimensions, to be
passed as separate integer parameters, directly following the array-name
in the argument list. For these integer parameters names of the form
LD<array-name>l and LD<array-name>2 must be used.
E.g. the 3-dimensional array B of which the last dimension is at least
max (M,N) is declared as :
SUBROUTINE XXXXXX(N, M, B, LDBl, LDB2, ... )
INTEGER N, M, LDB1, LDB2
DOUBLE PRECISION B(LDBl, LDB2, *)

2.2.5.

Arrays with more than 3 dimensions must not be used and 3-dimensional
arrays should be avoided wherever possible.

2.2.6.

Only one work array of each type may occur in the argument list of
every user-callable routine. Specially, IWORK must be used to denote
integer workspace; RWORK must be used to denote double precision
workspace; CWORK must be used to denote complex workspace; and
LWORK must be used to denote logical workspace. The above work arrays
must appear in the following order in the argument list : IWORK,
RWORK, CWORK, LWORK.
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If several work arrays of the same type are required in the body of a
subprogram. then the single work array may be partitioned via a call to a
lower-level routine.
2.2.7.

Tolerances are used to control numerical
tolerance is required. then the names TOLl,
used; otherwise, the name TOL should be used.
All tolerances must be reset internally by
requirements specified by the user cannot be
on entry, then the tolerance might be taken
instead.

error. If more than one
TOL2, TOL3, ... should be
the routine if the accuracy
achieved, e.g. if TOL < 0.0
as EPS (machine precision)

2.2.8.

Mode parameters are used to specify which option of a subprogram is
required by the calling program; they must be of type LOGICAL if they
can take only two values (for instance to choose between the continuousand the discrete-time case), and of type INTEGER or CHARACTER
otherwise.

2.2.9.

The warning indicator (IWARN) is an integer variable used by the routine
to indicate that either the normal situation (lWARN = 0) or an
exceptional situation (IWAR :f: 0) occurs. Unless the routine generates a
warning, IW ARN must contain 0 on exit. Other values of IWARN may be
used to indicate that a non-fatal "error" has occurred (that is, one which
does not effect an immediate return to the calling program), e.g. lowering
the rank of a matrix. Note that any results produced by the routine must
still be correct even if IWAR :f: 0 on exit.

2.2.10. The error indicator (IERR) is an integer variable used by the routine to
indicate either success (IERR = 0) or failure (IER '" 0). The IERR
parameter should be included as the final parameter in the argument list
of every user-callable routine. Unless the routine detects an error, IERR
must contain 0 on exit. Other values of IERR may be used to indicate
that a fatal error has occurred (that is, one which effects an immediate
return to the calling program), e.g. violation of the conditions of an input
variable or attempted division by zero.
2.2.11. All input data must be unaltered on return from the subprogram unless
this is unlogical due to the nature of the parameter or impractical due to
excessive storage requirements. A possible change of the contents of
input parameters must be emphasized in the documentation and in-line
comments of the subprogram.
2.3. Programming Standards
2.3.1.

Subprograms should be well structured. The structure should essentially
consist of a subdivision into linearly ordered modules, where each module
itself may consist of a set of submodules. Wherever possible, use should
be made of modules from accepted infrastructural packages (e.g. BLAS or
NAG) or of modules already included in the library. Instead of LINPACK
or EISP ACK routines equivalent NAG routines should be used.
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2.3.2.

Comment statements must be inserted where needed to clarify the
execution and data flow in the program. Comments must be in English
and written in normal printed text format (not all upper case).

2.3.3.

Every subprogram (user-callable and lower-level) must contain in-line
documentation in its heading which consists of the following items:
Purpose, argument list, warning indicator, error indicator, method,
references (for a detailed description see section 3.3.1.), contributors,
revision dates, keywords.

2.3.4.

The following restrictions, additional to those imposed by the FORTRAN77
standard, are regarded as mandatory by NAG and WGS :
- do not use COMMON, except for communication between library routines.
In any case avoid the use of COMMON if possible.
- do not use EQUIVALENCE
- do not use ASSIGN, assigned GO TO, computed GO TO
- do not use BLOCK DATA
- do not use REAL or DOUBLE PRECISION variables to control DO-loops
- do not use ENTRY and alternate RETURN
- do not use FORTRAN keywords or intrinsic functions as names of
variables or subprograms.

2.3.5.

Meaningful variable names should be used. Where a routine is based on
referenced published material, variable names should match as closely as
possible the nomenclature of the published material. Ensure that variables
and subprograms have distinct names.

2.3.6.

All parameters in the argument list must be explicitly typed, i.e. appear in
a type statement.

2.3.7.

All local variables, i.e. those variables in the body of the routine which
are not in the argument list, should be specified in type statements
within the routine separately from the parameters in the argument list.
For development purposes the use of the (non-standard) statement
IMPLICIT NONE, if available, is recommended on top of the specification
of the local variables.

2.3.8.

To give a name to values which are truly constant, PARAMETER
statements rather than DATA statements should be used, e.g. :
DOUBLE PRECISION ZERO, ONE
PARAMETER (ZERO=O.ODO, ONE=I.0DO)
DATA statements can be used to assign values to array-elements, or to
assign initial values to scalar variables whose values may subsequently be
changed.
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2.3.9.

REAL or DOUBLE PRECISION constants should be defined with at least 20
significant digits (and with no leading zeros) unless their values can be
exactly represented in fewer digits (e.g. 1.5) or it is not necessary for the
values to be accurate to full machine precision; rational values should be
expressed as rational fractions (e.g. one-third as 1.0/3.0).

2.3.10. DO statements must have an associated CONTINUE statement to indicate
the extent of the resultant loop, and the body of statements in the loop
should be indented.
2.3.11. DO statements should be used to execute a repetition for a given number
of times i.e. the index variable should pass through all values of the list
and no GO TO statement should be used to jump out of the DO-loop.
Repetitions with an unforeseen number of executions should be
implemented by a WHILE construction e.g. :
1=1
C
10

WHILE (I <= MAX and A(I) > 0.0) DO
IF (I .LE. MAX) THEN
IF (A(I) .GT. ZERO) THEN
I = I + 1
GO TO 10

C

END IF
END IF
END WHILE 10

2.3.12. The use of GO TO statements should be avoided as far as possible.
Arithmetic IF statements should not be used at all. The use of IF THEN,
ELSE and ELSE IF statements is recommended instead. The body of these
statements should be indented.
2.3.13. Statement labels must appear in ascending order right justified in the
label field.
2.3.14. Computations on arrays should be programmed 'by columns' wherever
possible, in order to reduce the amount of paging in virtual-memory
systems. and to increase efficiency on some vector-processing systems.
Also to facilitate automatic vectorization, innermost DO-loops should be
kept simple and, if possible. should not contain IF-statements (this is
especially important in computationally intensive parts of the code),
2.3.15. Routines should be coded so that the algorithms adapt to characteristics
of the computational environment in which they are being executed.
Relevant characteristics are accessible via functions in the X02 chapter of
the NAG library.
Wherever possible contributors should restrict themselves to the following
X02 routines :
X02BHF - machine base
X02AJF - relative machine precision
15

X02ALF X02AKF X02AMF -

largest machine representable number
smallest machine representable number
safe range parameter such that I/X02AMFO does not overflow

2.3.16. It is recommended that the penultimate line of the source code contains a
comment statement of the form :
C *** Last line of <subprogram name> ***

2.4. Subprogram Description Example
[See next page]
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*

SUBROUTINE AB01CD(N,M,A,LDA,B,LDB,U,LDU,V,LDV,KMAX,KSTAIR,IWORK,
RWORK,TOL,WITHU,WITHV,TRIANG,IERR)

C

C

MARK 1.0 RELEASE.

NAG COPYRIGHT 1989.

C

C

PURPOSE

C

C
C
C
C

To reduce the matrices A and B using (and optionally accumulating)
state-space and input-space transformations U and V respectively,
such that the pair of matrices U'AU and U'BV are in upper
"staircase" form.

C

C
C
C

ARGUMENT LIST
ARGUMENTS IN

C

C
C
C

N - INTEGER.
The actual state dimension, i.e. the order of the matrix A
N .GE. 1

C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

M - INTEGER.
The actual input dimension.
M .GE. 1
A - REAL array of DIMENSION
The leading N by N part
state transition matrix
NOTE that this array is

(LDA,N).
of this array must contain the
A to be transformed.
overwritten.

C
C

C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C

C
C

LDA - INTEGER.
The leading dimension of array A as declared in the
calling program.
LDA .GE. N
B - REAL array of DIMENSION (LDB,M).
The leading N by M part of this array must contain the
input matrix B to be transformed.
NOTE that this array is overwritten.
LDB - INTEGER.
The leading dimension of array B as declared in the
calling program.
LDB .GE. N
U - REAL array of DIMENSION (LDU,*).
If WITHU = .TRUE., then the leading N by N part of this
array must contain either a transformation matrix (e.g.
from a previous call to this routine) or be initialised
as the identity matrix.
Otherwise, U is not referenced and can be supplied as a
dummy array (i.e. set parameter LDU = 1 and declare this
array to be U(1,1) in the calling program).
NOTE that this array is overwritten if WITHU = .TRUE ..
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e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

LDU - INTEGER.
The leading dimension of array U as declared in the
calling program.
LOU .GE. N if WITHU = .TRUE.,
LOU .GE. 1 if WITHU
.FALSE ..

e

ARGUMENTS OUT

V - REAL array of DIMENSION (LDV,*).
If WITHV - .TRUE., then the leading M by M part of this
array must contain either a transformation matrix (e.g.
from a previous call to this routine) or be initialised
as the identity matrix.
Otherwise, V is not referenced and can be supplied as a
dummy array (i.e. set parameter LDV - 1 and declare this
array to be V(l,l) in the calling program).
NOTE that this array is overwritten if WITHV = .TRUE ..
LDV - INTEGER.
The leading dimension of array V as declared in the
calling program.
LDV .GE. M if WITHV = .TRUE.,
LDV .GE. 1 if WITHV = .FALSE ..

e
e
e
e

A - REAL array of DIMENSION (LDA,N).
The leading N by N part of this array contains the
transformed state transition matrix U'AU.

e
e
e
e

B - REAL array of DIMENSION (LDB,M).
The leading N by M part of this array contains the
transformed input matrix U'BV.

e
e
e
e
e

U - REAL array of DIMENSION (LOU,*).
If WITHU = .TRUE., then the leading N by N part of
this array contains the product of the input matrix
U and the state-space transformation matrix which
reduces the given pair to staircase form.

e
e
e
e
e

V - REAL array of DIMENSION (LDV,*).
If WITHV = .TRUE., then the leading M by M part of
this array contains the product of the input matrix
V and the input-space transformation matrix which
reduces the given pair to staircase form.

e

e

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

KMAX - INTEGER.
The number of stairs in the staircase form.
KSTAIR - INTEGER array of DIMENSION at least (N).
The leading KMAX elements of this array contain the
dimensions of the stairs.
WORK SPAeE
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

IWORK - INTEGER array of DIMENSION at least (M).
RWORK - REAL array of DIMENSION at least (M).
TOLERANCES
TOL - REAL.
A tolerance below which matrix elements are considered
to be zero. If the user sets TOL to be less than
N*N*EPS then the tolerance is taken as N*N*EPS, where
EPS is the machine precision (see SLICOT Library
routine UEOIAD).
MODE PARAMETERS
WITHU - LOGICAL.
Indicates whether the user wishes to accumulate the
state-space transformations as follows:
WITHU =

.TRUE., (Accumulation of the transformations
is performed and stored in array U);

WITHU = .FALSE., (Accumulation of the transformations
is not required and hence U is not
referenced) .
WITHV - LOGICAL.
Indicates whether the user wishes to accumulate the
input-space transformations as follows:
WITHV =

.TRUE., (Accumulation of the transformations
is performed and stored in array V);

WITHV - .FALSE., (Accumulation of the transformations
is not required and hence V is not
referenced).
TRIANG - LOGICAL.
Indicates the choice of staircases in the
decomposition as follows:
TRIANG -

TRIANG

.TRUE.,

input transformation V is
constructed in a backward loop in
order to put the stairs in
triangular form);

(An

.FALSE., (No input transformation is allowed
and all stairs may be full) .

ERROR INDICATOR
IERR - INTEGER.
Unless the routine detects an error (see next section),
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C
C

IERR contains 0 on exit.

C

WARNINGS AND ERRORS DETECTED BY THE ROUTINE

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

IERR

= 1

On entry, N .LT. 1 or LOA .LT. N or LOB .LT. N or
M .LT. 1 or LOU .LT. N (and WITHU = .TRUE.) or
LOU .LT. 1 (and WITHU = .FALSE.) or LOV .LT. M (and
WITHV = .TRUE.) or LDV .LT. 1 (and WITHV = .FALSE.).

METHOD

C
C
C

Staircase reduction of the pencil [BlsI - AJ. Unitary
transformations U and V are constructed such that

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

IB IsI-A
*
*
*
11
I 11
sI-A
I I A
21
22
I I
I
I
*
*
[U'BVlsI - U'AU] = 10 I
0
sI-A
A
I I
*
rr
r,r-1
I I
I I
sI-A
0
0
10 I
r+l,r+ll
I I

C
C
C
C

where the i-th diagonal block of U'AU has dimension KSTAIR(i),
for i = 1, ... ,r. The value of r is returned in KMAX. The last
block contains the uncontrollable modes of the (A,B)-pair which
are also the generalized eigenvalues of the above pencil.

C
C

REFERENCES

C
C
C
C

[1] Van Dooren, P.
The generalized eigenvalue problem in linear system theory.
IEEE Trans. Auto. Contr., AC-26, pp. 111-129, 1981.

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

[2] Miminis, G. and paige, C.
An algorithm for pole assignment of time-invariant multi-input
linear systems.
Proc. 21st IEEE CDC, Orlando, Florida, 1, pp. 62-67, 1982.
NUMERICAL ASPECTS

C
C
C

The algorithm requires O«N + M) x N**2) operations and is
backward stable (see [1]).

C
C

CONTRIBUTORS

C
C

M. Vanbegin, P. Van Dooren (PRLB, Belgium).

C
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C

REVISIONS

C

C
C

1986, December 17.
1987, February 5.

C

C

******************************************************************

C

C

C

C

C

C

C
C
C
C
C

.. Parameters ..
DOUBLE PRECISION ZERO, ONE
PARAMETER
(ZEROaO.ODO,ONE=1.0DO)
.. Scalar Arguments ..
DOUBLE PRECISION TOL
INTEGER
IERR, KMAX, LDA, LDB, LOU, LDV, M, N
LOGICAL
TRIANG, WITHU, WITHV
.. Array Arguments ..
DOUBLE PRECISION A(LOA,*), B(LDB,*), RWORK(*), U(LDU,*), V(LDV,*)
INTEGER
IWORK(*), KSTAIR(*)
.. Local Scalars
DOUBLE PRECISION BIG, DSCALE, DSUMSQ, EPS, SMALL, TL
INTEGER
BASE, I, 10, IOMJ, IOMJ1, IBSTEP, IFSTEP, II,
*
lRANK, IWRK, IX, IY, J, JO, JOl, JONJ, JONJ1,
*
Jl, JIIO, JlJO, JIO, JJ, JJO, JJJO, JMAX, JMAXO,
*
JSTEP, MCUR, MJ, MJO, MJ1, NCUR, NOIM, NJ, NJl
LOGICAL
FIRST, NULL
.. External Functions .•
INTEGER
IDAMAX
EXTERNAL
IDAMAX
.. External Subroutines ..
EXTERNAL
DCOPY, DSWAP, F06FJF, F06FSF, F06FUF, UEOIAD
.. Intrinsic Functions •.
INTRINSIC
DBLE, MIN, SQRT
.. Save statement ..
SAVE
FIRST, BASE, EPS, SMALL, BIG
.. Data statements ..
DATA
FIRST/.TRUE./
.. Executable Statements ..

RETURN
C

*** Last line of ABOICD ***
END
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Chapter 3 : Documentation Standards
3.1. General Rules
3.1.1.

Every user-callable subprogram must be documented by a Library Routine
Document.

3.1.2.

Documentation must provide complete information to enable a user of the
subprogram to proceed with a high expectation of successful application.
In particular, limitations or constraints on the use of a subprogram should
be emphasized and if possible advice given for overcoming the limitations
by the use of alternative subprograms, choice of mode of use, etc..

3.1.3.

For every user-callable routine, an example program demonstrating some
of the capabilities of the routine must be provided. Note that example
programs, together with their data (if any) and results, are reproduced in
their entirety in the manual. Neither the example program, nor the input
data nor the results should be any longer than is absolutely necessary.

3.2. Subprogram Documentation Standards
3.2.1.

The Library Routine Document for a user-callable routine must consist of
the following numbered sections :

1. Purpose
This section must contain a brief description outlining the purpose of the
routine.
2. Specification
This section must contain the heading of the subprogram with the list of
all the parameters in the argument list along with a type declaration for
each parameter, e.g.
SUBROUTINE ABOICD (N, M, A, LDA, B, LDB, .... )
INTEGER N, M, LDA, LDB
DOUBLE PRECISION A(LDA, N), B(LDB, M)
[Note that assumed size (*) dimensions are not to be used in this section
if it is possible to use an integer expression instead.]

3. Argument List
[For the order of the parameters see 2.2.2.]
3.1. Arguments In
This subsection must contain a description of the parameters to be
initialized on entry to the routine, along with a type declaration for each
parameter and any restrictions (if applicable), e.g.
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N - INTEGER
The actual state dimension, i.e. the order of the matrix A.
N~l.

All input parameters are assumed to be unchanged on exit unless otherwise
stated. For example if an input array is changed on exit then the phrase
"Note: this array is overwritten" must be used.

3.2. Arguments Out
This subsection must contain a description of the parameters which
contain the computed results on exit from the routine along with a type
declaration for each parameter, e.g.
KMAX - INTEGER.
The number of stairs in the staircase form.
If the contents of an input array has been destroyed on exit then the

array must be mentioned in this subsection with the phrase "This array
contains no useful information".

3.3. Workspace
This subsection must contain a description of the workspace requirements
of the routine (if applicable), e.g.
IWORK - INTEGER ARRAY of DIMENSION at least (MAX(M,P».
[Note that assumed size (*) dimensions are not to be used in this section.]

3.4. Tolerances
This subsection must contain a description of the tolerance parameters
along with a type declaration for each parameter and an outline of how
the default tolerance may be invoked (if applicable), e.g.
TOL - DOUBLE PRECISION
A tolerance below which matrix elements are considered to be
zero. If the user sets TOL to be less than N2*EPS then the
tolerance is taken as N2*EPS, where EPS is the machine precision
(see SLICOT Library Routine UEOlAD).

3.5. Mode Parameters
This subsection must contain a description of the mode parameters along
with a type declaration for each parameter, e.g.
WITHU - LOGICAL
Indicates whether the user wishes to accumulate the state-space
transformations as follows:
WITHU

= .TRUE.

WITHU = .FALSE.

(Accumulation of the transformations is
performed and stored in array U);
(Accumulation of the transformations is not
required and hence U is not referenced).
23

3.6. Warning Indicator
For a possible warning indicator the description may be the following :
IWARN - INTEGER
Unless <some condition holds> IWARN contains 0 on exit.

3.7. Error Indicator
This subsection must only contain the following description of the error
indicator:

IERR - INTEGER
Unless the routine detects an error (see next section), IERR
contains 0 on exit.

4. Warnings and Errors detected by the routine
This section must contain a description of any
detected by the routine. e.g.
IWARN= 1:
IERR = 1 :

warnings or errors

The rank of A has been lowered.
On entry. N < 1.

5. Method
This section must contain a description of the algorithm used by the
routine.

6. References
This section must contain a list of references which the user may consult
for further information.
[Note that theses and internal reports should not be referenced if a
reference in the open literature is available.]

7. Numerical Aspects
In this section information about the algorithm concerning
numerical stability and operations count (if applicable) can be given.

accuracy,

8. Further Comments
This section is meant for additional remarks about the routine which may
be of interest to users, e.g. :
This routine may be BASE (machine base) dependent.

9. Example
This section must contain a brief description of the example problem to be
solved, e.g. :
To find the dual of the state-space representation (A,B,C,D), where

1.0 2.0 0.0)
A =( 4.0 -1.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 1.0

B=
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1.0)
0.0
( 1.0

D= (O.O)
1.0

C = (0.0 1.0 -1.0J
0.0 0.0 1.0

9.1. Program Text
A simple program to show how to use the subprogram.
9.2. Program Data
Data of a small well conditioned problem, for which the results are
reproducible on different machines.
9.3. Program Results
Remark:

3.2.2.

Empty (sub )sections must be included in the text with the
description "None".

Every subprogram (user-callable and lower-level) must have in-line
documentation inserted in the source code between the heading and the
first executable statement. This documentation must contain the following
items:
Purpose, argument list, warnings and errors detected by the routine,
method, references (for a detailed description see section 3.2.1.),
contributors. revision dates, keywords.

3.3. Subprogram Documentation Example
[See next page]
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ABOlCD - SLICOT Library Routine Document
Note: For SINGLE PRECISION vel'lions of the Library ple_ conau1t the u.."..' Note.

1.

Purpose
To reduce the mabices A and Busing (and optionally accumulating) state-space and input-space
transformations U and V respectively, such that the pair of matrices U T AU and UJ"BV are in
upper 'staircase' form.

2.

Specification
SUBROUTINE

1
2
INTEGER
1

DOUBLE PRECISION

1
LOGICAL

ABOICD (N, M, A, LDA, B, LDB, U , LDU, V, LDV, KMAX,
KSTAIR, IWORK, RWORK, TOL, WITHU, WITHV, TRIANG,
IERR)
N, M, LDA, LDB, LDU, LDV, KMAX, KSTAIR(N),
IWORK(M), IERR
A(LDA,N), B(LDB,M), U(LDU,*), V(LDV,*), RWORK(M),
TOL
WITHU, WITHV, TRIANG

3.

Argument List
3.1. Arguments In
N - INTEGER.
The actual state dimension, i.e. the order of the matrix A.
N~1.

M-INTEGER.
The actual input dimension.
M~l.

A - DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION (LOA,N).
The leading N by N part of this array must contain the stale transition matrix A to be
transformed.
Note: this array is overwritten.
LOA - INTEGER.
The leading dimension of array A as declared in the calling program.
LOA

~

N.

B - DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION (LOB,M).
The leading N by M part of this array must contain the input matrix B to be transformed.
Note: this array is overwritten.
LOB - INTEGER.
The leading dimension of array B as declared in the calling program.
LOB

~

N.

U - DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION (LOU,"').
If WITHU ....TRUE., then the leading N by N part of this array mu.~t contain either the
transformation matrix fj (e.g. from a call to another SLICOT routine) or be initialised as
the identity matrix, i.e. lJ = I.

(NPJ7061J)
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Otherwise, U is not referenced and can be supplied as a dummy array (i.e. set parameter
LDU ... 1 and declare this array [0 be U ( 1,1) in the calling program).

Note: this array is overwritten if WITHU .....TRUE..
LDU - INTEGER.
The leading dimension of array U as declared in the calling program.
LDU ~ N if WITHU ....TRUE.,
LDU ~ I if WITHU "" .FALSE..

v - DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION (LDV,"').
ff WITHY = .TRUE., then the leading M by M part of this array must contain either the
transformation matrix V (e.g. from a call to another SLICOT routine) or be initialised as
the identity matrix, Le. V I.

=

Otherwise, V is not referenced and can be supplied as a dummy array (i.e. set parameter
LDV ... 1 and declare this array to be V{1,l) in the calling program).

Note: this array is overwritten if WITIiV .....TRUE..
LDV - INTEGER.
The leading dimension of array V as declared in the calling program.
LDV
LDV

~

~

M if WITHV ....TRUE.,
1 if WITHV
.FALSE..

=

3.2. Arguments Out
A - DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION (LDA,N).
The leading N by N part of this array contains the transformed state transition matrix
UTAU.
B - DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION (LDB,M).
The leading N by M part of this array contains the transformed input matrix U T BV.
U - DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION (LDU,"').
ff WI1HU ......:TRUE., then the leading N by N part of this array contains the product of the
input matrix U and the state-space transformation matrix U which reduces the given pair to
staircase form.

V - DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION (LDV,"').
ff WITHV ....TRUE.• then the leading M by M part of this array contains the product of
the input matrix V and the input-space transformation matrix V which reduces the given
pair to staircase form.

KMAX - INTEGER..
The number of stairs in the staircase form.
KSTAIR - INTEGER. array of DIMENSION at least (N).
The leading KMAX elements of this array contain the dimensions of the stairs.
3.3. Workspace
LWORK - INI'EGER array of DIMENSION at least (M).
RWORK - DOUBLE PRECISION array of DIMENSION at least (M).
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3.4. Tolerances
TOL - DOUBLE PRECISION.
A tolerance below which matrix elements are considered to be zero. If the user sets TOL to
be less than N"xEPS then the tolerance is taken as N 2 xEPS, where EPS is the machine
precision (see SLICOT Library routine UEOIAD).

3.5. Mode Parameters
WITHU - LOGICAL.
Indicates whether the user wishes to accumulate the state-space transformations as follows:

WITIru = .TRUE.,

(Accumulation of the transformations is performed and stored in
array U);

WITIru = .FALSE•• (Accumulation of the transformations is not required and hence U is
not referenced).
WITHY - LOGICAL.
Indicates whether the user wishes to accumulate the input·space transformations as follows:
WITHV - .TRUE., (Accumulation of the transformations is performed and stored in
array V);
WITHY - .FALSE., (Accumulation of the transformations is not required and hence V is
not referenced).
TRlANG - LOGICAL.
Indicates the choice of staircases in the decomposition as follows:
TRIANG - .TRUE.,

(An input transformation V is constructed in a backward loop in
order to put the stairs in triangular form);

TRlANG - .FALSE., (No input transformation is allowed and all stairs may be full).

3.6. Warning Indicator
None.

3.7. Error Indicator
IERR - INTEGER.
Unless the routine deteclB an error (see next section), IERR contains 0 on exit.

4.

Warnings and Errors detected by the Routine
IERR - 1

On entry, N < 1,
or
M < I.
or
LOA <
or
LOB <
or
LOU <
or
LOU <
or
LOV <
or
LOV <

S.

N,
N.
~
N (and WITIru = .TRUE.),
1 (and WITIlU = .FALSE.),
M (and wrm:v - .TRUE.),
1 (and WITHV - .FALSE.).

Method
Staircase reduction of the pencil [BlsI-A]. Unitary transformations U and V are constructed such
that

[NPJ7061J}
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[U BVlsf-U AU]
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0
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sf-A 22

...

0
Ar,r_l sf-A"

...

o

0
0 sf-A""'l.r+l
T
where the i(th) diagonal block of U AU has dimension KSTAIR(i), for i
1.2 •...• r. The value
of r is returned in KMAX. The last block contains the uncontrollable modes of the (A,B) -pair
which are also the generalized eigenvalues of the above pencil.

=

6.

References
[IJ

[2]

7.

VAN DOOREN, P.
The Generalized Eigenvalue Problem in Linear System Theory.
IEEE Trans. Auto. Contr., AC-26. pp. 111-129. 1981.
MIMINIS. G.S. and PAIGE, C.C.
An Algorithm for Pole Assignment of Time-Invariant Multi-Input Linear Systems.
Proc. 21st IEEE CDC, Orlando, Florida. 1. pp. 62-67, 1982.

Numerical Aspects
The algorithm requires O( (N+M}xN 2 ) operations and is backward stable (see [1]).

8.

Further Comments
None.

9.

Example
To reduce the matrices A and B to the upper 'staircase' forms U rAU and UTBV respectively,
where

17.0 24.0 1.0 8.0
23.0 5.0 7.0 14.0
A =
4.0 6.0 13.0 20.0
( 10.0 12.0 19.0 21.0
11.0 18.0 25.0 2.0

15.0)
16.0
22.0
3.0
9.0

and

-1.0 -4.0)

B =

4.0
9.0
-9.0 -16.0 .
16.0 25.0
-25.0 -36.0

(

9.1. Program Text
Note: The lialinS of the oumple progrlm pre_led below ullOa boU itwIIdN4 10I"11III to dIIl'IOlIII precilion-dcpondent dellila. The
roaulll produced may not be i<lenlical for all ...eraiOllll.
1<
1<
1<
1<

ABOleD EXAMPLE PROGRAM TEXT
MARK 1.0 RELEASE. NAG COPYRIGHT 1989.
.• Parameters
INTEGER
PARAMETER
INTEGER
PARAMETER
INTEGER
PARAMETER

NIN, NOUT
(NIN-5,NOUT-6)
NMAX, MMAX
(NMAX-20,MMAX-20)
LOA, LOB, LDU, LDV
(LDA-NMAX,LDB-NMAX,LDU-NMAX,LDV-MMAX)
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INTEGER
PARAMETER
INTEGER
PARAMETER
.. Local Scalars
doubl. precision
INTEGER
LOGICAL
.. Local Arrays
double precision

*

*

LIWORK
(LIWORK-MMAX)
LRWORK
(LRWORK-MMAX)
TOL
I, IERR, J, KMAX, M, N
TRIANG, WITHU, WITHV

A ( LDA, NMAX ), B ( LDB, MMAX ), RWORK ( LRWORK ) ,
U(LDU,NMAX), V(LDV,MMAX)
INTEGER
IWORK(LIWORK), KSTAIR(NMAX)
.. External Subroutines ..
EXTERNAL
AB01CD
•. Executable Statements

+
*
*

WRITE (NOUT,rMT-99999)
Skip the heading in the data file and read the data.
READ (NIN,FMT-'()')
READ (NIN,FMT-*) N, M, TOL, TRIANG, WITHU, WITHV
IF (N.LE.O .OR. N.GT.NMAX) THEN
WRITE (NOUT,FMT-99992) N
ELSE
READ (NIN,FMT-*) «A(I,J),I-l,N),J-l,N)
IF (M.LE.O .OR. M.GT.MMAX) THEN
WRITE (NOUT,FMT-99991) M
ELSE
READ (NIN,FMT-*) «B(I,J),J-l,M),I-l,N)
Reduce the matrices A and B to upper staircase form.
CALL AB01CD(N,M,A,LDA,B,LDB,U,LDU,V,LDV,KMAX,KSTAIR,IWORK,
+
RWORK,TOL,WITHU,WlTHV,TRIANG,IERR)

*

*

IF (IERR.NE.O) THEN
WRITE (NOUT,FMT-99998) IERR
ELSE
WRITE (NOUT,FMT-99997)
DO 20 I - 1, N
WRITE (NOUT,FMT-99995) (A(I,J),J-l,N)
20
CONTINUE
WRITE (NOUT,FMT-99996)
DO 40 I - 1, N
WRITE (NOUT,FMT-99995) (B(I,J),J-1,M)
40
CONTINUE
WRITE (NOUT,FMT-99994) KMAX
WRITE (NOUT,FMT-99993) (KSTAIR(I),I-l,KMAX)
END IF
END IF
END IF
STOP
99999
99998
99997
99996
99995
99994
99993
99992
99991

(NPJ7061J)

FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
END

(' AB01CD EXAMPLE PROGRAM RESULTS',/1X)
(' lERR on exit from AB01CD - ',12)
(' The transformed state transition matrix is ')
(I' The transformed input matrix is ')
(20(lX,F8.4»
(I' The number of stairs in the staircase form - ',13,/)
(' The dimensions of the stairs are ',/(20(13,2X»)
(I' N is out of range.',I' N - ',15)
(I'M is out of range.',I' M - ',15)
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9.2. Program Data
AB01CD EXAMPLE PROGRAM DATA
5
F
2
0.0
17.0
24.0
1.0
8.0
23.0
7.0
14.0
5.0
4.0
6.0
13.0
20.0
10.0
12.0
19.0
21.0
11.0
18.0
2.0
25.0
-1.0
-4.0
4.0
9.0
-9.0 -16.0
16.0
25.0
-25.0 -36.0

F

F

15.0
16.0
22.0
3.0
9.0

9.3. Program Results
AB01CD EXAMPLE PROGRAM RESULTS

The tran3fo~ed state tran3ition matrix is
12.8848
3.2345 11.8211
3.3758 -0.8982
4.4741 -12.5544
5.3509
5.9403
1.4360
14.4576
7.6855 23.1452 26.3872 -29.9557
0.0000
1.4805 27.4668 22.6564 -0.0072
0.0000
0.0000 -30.4822
0.6745 18.8680
The transfo~ed input matrix is
31.1199 47.6865
3.2480
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
The number of stairs in the staircase

fo~

-

3

The d~ensions of the stairs are
221
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Chapter 4 : Example Programs and Certification Programs
4.1. Example Programs
4.1.1.

The purpose of an example program as part of the documentation of a
routine, is to give users (especially inexperienced ones) an example of the
straightforward application of the routine to solve a simple problem.

4.1.2.

Example programs must be capable of producing similar results when run
across a wide range of computing environments and should be written with
a reasonable degree of generality so that they can easily be adapted to
solve other problems.

4.1.3.

PARAMETER statements should be used to define the input and output
devices and the dimension of arrays.

4.1.4.

All variables must be explicitly typed, Le. appear in a type statement.

4.1.5.

I/O statements other than formatted READ and WRITE should not be used.
If possible record lengths should be kept to not more than 80 characters,
to avoid line wrap-around on terminals.

4.2. Example Program Example
To illustrate how to call a subprogram is listed below the Input Data, the
Program Text and the Results (obtained on a V AX) for the SLICOT Library Routine
AB01CD, which reduces a given pair of matrices to upper "staircase" form.
ABOICD Example Program: Input Data
5
17.0
23.0
4.0
10.0
11. 0
-1.0
4.0
-9.0
16.0
-25.0

2
24.0
5.0
6.0
12.0
18.0
-4.0
9.0
-16.0
25.0
-36.0

0.0
1.0
7.0
13.0
19.0
25.0

F

F

8.0
14.0
20.0
21.0
2.0

15.0
16.0
22.0
3.0
9.0
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ABOICD Example Program: Program Text
*
*

*
*

*

*

AB01CD EXAMPLE PROGRAM TEXT
MARK 1.0 RELEASE. NAG COPYRIGHT 1989.

.. Parameters
INTEGER
PARAMETER
INTEGER
PARAMETER
INTEGER
PARAMETER
INTEGER
PARAMETER
INTEGER
PARAMETER
.. Local Scalars
DOUBLE PRECISION
INTEGER
LOGICAL
.. Local Arrays
DOUBLE PRECISION

NIN, NOUT
(NIN=5,NOUT=6)
NMAX, MMAX
(NMAX=20,MMAX=20)
LDA, LDB, LDU, LDV
(LDA=NMAX, LDB=NMAX, LDU=NMAX,LDV=MMAX)
LIWORK
(LIWORK=MMAX)
LRWORK
( LRWORK-MMAX)
TOL
I, IERR, J, KMAX, M, N
TRIANG, WITHU, WITHV

A(LDA,NMAX), B(LDB,MMAX), RWORK(LRWORK),
U(LDU,NMAX), V (LDV,MMAX)
INTEGER
IWORK(LIWORK), KSTAIR(NMAX)
.. External Subroutines .•
EXTERNAL
ABOICD
.. Executable Statements

+
*

*
*
*

*

*

WRITE (NOUT,FMT=99999)
Skip the heading in the data file and read the data.
READ (NIN,FMT=' ()')
READ (NIN,FMT=*) Nt M, TOL, TRIANG, WITHU, WITHV
IF (N.LE.O .OR. N.GT.NMAX) THEN
WRITE (NOUT,FMT=99992) N
ELSE
READ (NIN,FMT=*) «A(I,J),I=l,N),J=l,N)
IF (M.LE.O .OR. M.GT.MMAX) THEN
WRITE (NOUT,FMT=99991) M
ELSE
READ (NIN, FMT=*) «B (I, J) ,J=l,M) , I-I, N)
Reduce the matrices A and B to upper staircase form.
CALL ABOICD(N,M,A,LDA,B,LDB,U,LDU,V,LDV,KMAX,KSTAIR,IWORK,
RWORK,TOL,WITHU,WITHV,TRIANG,IERR)
+
IF (IERR.NE.O) THEN
WRITE (NOUT,FMT=99998) IERR
ELSE
WRITE (NOUT,FMT=99997)
DO 20 I = 1, N
WRITE (NOUT,FMT=99995) (A(I,J) ,J=l,N)
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CONTINUE
WRITE (NOUT,FMT=99996)
DO 40 I = 1, N
WRITE (NOUT,FMT=99995) (B(I,J) ,J=l,M)
40
CONTINUE
WRITE (NOUT,FMT=99994) KMAX
WRITE (NOUT,FMT=99993) (KSTAIR(I),I=l,KMAX)
END IF
END IF
END IF
STOP

*

99999
99998
99997
99996
99995
99994
99993
99992
99991

FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
END

(' AB01CD EXAMPLE PROGRAM RESULTS' ,/IX)
(' 1ERR on exit from AB01CD = ',12)
(' The transformed state transition matrix is ')
(I' The transformed input matrix is ')
(20(lX,F8.4»
(l'The number of stairs in the staircase form = ',13,/)
(' The dimensions of the stairs are ',/(20(I3,2X»)
(I' N is out of range.',I' N = ',15)
(I'M is out of range.',I' M = '(15)

ABOICD Example Program: Results
ABOICD EXAMPLE PROGRAM RESULTS
The transformed state transition matrix is
12.8848
3.2345
11.8211
3.3758
-0.8982
4.4741 -12.5544
5.3509
5.9403
1. 4360
14.4576
7.6855
23.1452
26.3872 -29.9557
0.0000
1.4805
27.4668
22.6564
-0.0072
0.0000
0.0000 -30.4822
0.6745
18.8680
The transformed input matrix is
31.1199
47.6865
3.2480
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
The number of stairs in the staircase form
The dimensions of the stairs are
221
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4.3. Certification Programs
4.3.1.

With every routine proposed to be included in the Library a certification
program must be supplied.
The purpose of a certification program is to validate a new routine or
subsequent modifications, and to test the implementation of the Library in
different computing environments.

4.3.2.

The essential elements for contributors to contribute toward
certification program are:
- a small number (as small as possible) of simple (but non-trivial)
problems, which are expected to exercise all the normal paths in
code;
- additional problems (again as simple as possible) which should
extreme conditions (e.g. ill-conditioning) over a wide range
environments.
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Chapter 5 : Standard data structures
5.1. Introduction
Many of the library subprograms deal with vectors and matrices. Also polynomials
and vector/matrix polynomials are used in library subprograms.
The purpose of this section is to give an introduction to the data-structures used
in connection with these entities.

5.2. Full storage mode
A vector refers to a FORTRAN I-dimensional array and a matrix refers to an
array with two dimensions. The standard FORTRAN77 array definitions apply to
these data types which are said to be stored in full storage mode.
If a submatrix of a matrix is used in a subprogram not only the actual dimensions
have to be given but also all but the last of the maximum dimensions (see also
section 2.2.4.).
For example, a 10 x 20 matrix named A may be declared as follows:
DOUBLE PRECISION A(1O,20)
The number 10 is the first dimension bound and 20 is the second. Since
FORTRAN77 stores 2-dimensional arrays by columns this declaration specifies a
sequence of 200 consecutive memory locations that are referred to as :
A(l,l) A(2,1) ..... A(lO,l) A(l,2) ..... A(10,2) A(1,3) ............... A(1O,20)
A 5 x 5 submatrix may be stored in the 25 locations «A(I.]), 1=1,5), J=I,5). It is
possible to pass this 5 x 5 submatrix to a subprogram even though A has been
declared to be lOx 20. This is where adjustable dimensioning is used.
Suppose that the subroutine SUBR is programmed such that it uses the elements
«A(I,J), I=I,N), J=I,N).
Suppose that the 5 x 5 submatrix of A is initialized, N is set to 5 and LDA is set
to 10, the leading (row) dimension of A. Then the following CALL statement
would cause A to be passed to subroutine SUBR correctly.
CALL SUBR (A, LDA, N, .... )
This is the way that many subprograms utilize the FORTRAN adjustable array
feature. The documentation for such subprograms refer to A as a matrix, N as the
order of A (or the number of rows in A), and LDA as the leading dimension of
array A as specified in the calling program. If the matrix is not square then
another argument, say M, is required to specify the number of columns in A. The
second dimension bound, 20 in this example, is not required by the subprogram.

5.3. Symmetric storage mode
A symmetric matrix may be stored in full storage mode. in which case it is
recommended that the upper triangular part of the array is referenced. if not the
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whole array_
A symmetric N x N matrix is said to be stored in symmetric storage mode if it is
stored in a I-dimensional array of length N (N+ 1)/2 such that consecutively the
columns of the upper triangle are stored.
E.g. the symmetric storage mode of the matrix
all al2
A=

a21

13)

a
a22 a23

a31 a32 a33
is as follows:
all a12 a22 a13 a23 a33
The element aii of the matrix A can be found as the element A(k) of the
I-dimensional array A where k = i + jG-l)/2 for i S; j.
Storing a matrix in this manner yields a saving of N(N-I)/2 memory locations.
5.4. Band storage mode and band symmetric storage mode

An N x N band matrix with mt lower codiagonals and m2 upper codiagonals is said
to be stored in band storage mode if it is stored in an (ml+m2+1) x N
2-dimensional array such that columns are stored in columns and diagonals are
stored in rows of the array.
E.g. in band storage mode the band matrix
au a12 a13
a21 a22 a23 a24
A=

a32 a33 a34 a35
a43 a44 a45
a54 a55

occupies the array A as follows
xxx xxx an a24 a35
xxx al2 a23 a34 a45
all a22 a33 a44 a55
a21

a32 a43 a54 xxx

The matrix-element aij is stored in array-element A(k,j) where k=i-j+m2+ 1.
The band symmetric storage mode of a symmetric band matrix is the band storage
mode in which the lower codiagonals are omitted.
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5.5. Polynomial storage mode
Scalar polynomial
The coefficients Pi of a polynomial of degree n :
2
n
PO + PI Z + P2z + .... + Pnz

are stored in a I-dimensional array P(M) where P(i+l) contains Pi and M is at
least n+1.
Vector polynomial
A vector polynomial of degree n of which the coefficients Pi are vectors of length
k. is stored in a 2-dimensional array P(K.M) with k ~ K and n+ 1 ~ M. The vectors
are stored in the columns of P. Consequently. the second index refers to the
coefficients of the polynomial, i.e.
P(I,i+I) ..... , P(k,i+I)
specifies the coefficient Pi of zi.
P may also be considered as contammg a polynomial vector of which the h-th
element is a polynomial of degree n given by P(h.l), .... , P(h,n+I). Optionally, a 1dimensional companion array, say DEGP(K). may be given of which the h-th
element specifies the actual degree of the h-th polynomial element of the vector.
If this array is not given. all elements of the polynomial vector are assumed to
have the same degree.
Matrix polynomial
A matrix polynomial of degree n of which the coefficients Pi are k x 1 matrices. is
stored in a 3-dimensional array P(K,L,M) with k :s; K. I ~ L and n+ 1 :s; M. The first
two indices refer to a matrix element, the third index refers to the coefficients of
the polynomial, i.e.,
P(1,I,i+I)

.

P(k.l,i+ 1)

P(1,l,i+l)

P(k,l,i+ 1)

give the matrix coefficient p. of zi.
P may also be considered' as containing a polynomial matrix of which the (hJ)-th
element is a polynomial of degree n given by P(h.j.I) •.... , P(h,j,n+l). Optionally, a
2-dimensional companion array, say DEGP(K,L), may be given of which the (hJ)-th
element specifies the actual degree of the (h,j)-th polynomial element of the
matrix. If this array is not given, all elements of the polynomial matrix are
assumed to have the same degree.
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Chapter 6 : Keywords
Contributors should select out of this list of keywords the keyword(s) appropriate
to their routine(s). They may also suggest additions to this list.

A
adaptive control
adaptive estimation
adaptive filtering
adaptive observer
aggregate model
algebraic Riccati equation
approximate model
asymptotically stable
augmented Lagrangian
autocorrelation function
autoregressive model
autoregressive moving average model

B
balanced form
balancing
bang bang control
Bayes estimator
Bezoutian equation
bidiagonal form
bidiagonal matrix
bidiagonalization
bilinear control
bilinear transformation
Bode diagram
boundary value problem
bounded control

C
canonical form
cascade control
centralized control
Chebychev approximation
Cholesky decomposition
closed loop identification
closed loop spectrum
closed loop system
closeness multivariable sequences
complex signal
condensed form
constrained optimization
continuous-time system
controllability
controllability subspace
controller Hessenberg form
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convergence
convolution
coprime factorization
coprime matrices
coprime matrix fraction
correlation function
correlation method
covariance matrix
cross correlation function

D
deadbeat control
deconvolution
deflating subspace
describing function
determinant
deterministic system
diagonalization
difference equation
differential equation
digital signal processing
Dirac function
direct digital control
discrete autocorrelation function
discrete cross correlation function
discrete~time nonlinear system
discrete~time system
discretization
dissipative system
distributed control
distributed parameter system
disturbance rejection
dual system

E
echelon form
eigenfunction
eigenvalue
eigenvalue assignment
eigenvalue decomposition
eigenvector decomposition
equivalence transformation
estimation
explicit self~tuning controller

F
factorization
fast Fourier transform
feedback control
feedforward control
Fourier analysis
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frequency domain method
frequency response

G
gain control
generalized eigenvalue problem
generalized least squares estimator

H
Hamming window
Hankel matrix
Hann window
Hermite form
Hessenberg form
hierarchical optimization
I
identifiability
identification
implicit self-tuning control
impulse response
innovations form
input output analysis
input output description
input signal design
instrumental variable estimator
invariant subspace

J

Jordan form

K
k-step ahead predictor
Kalman filtering
Kronecker form
Kronecker indices
L
Laplace transform
least squares approximation
least squares estimator
limit cycle
linear least squares linear quadratic Gaussian control
linearization
Lyapunovequation
M
m sequence
machine-dependent parameter
Markov parameters
Markov process
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matrix algebra
matrix exponential
matrix operations, elementary
matrix reordering
maximum likelihood estimation
maximum principle
minimal order
minimal realization
minimum variance controller
model inaccuracy
model matching
model reduction
model reference adaptive control
model validation
multivariable control system
multivariable system

N
nonlinear estimation
nonlinear feedback system
nonlinear filtering
nonlinear regulator
nonlinear system
nonminimum phase system
Nyquist criterion

o
observability
observer
observer Hessenberg form
on off control
optimal control
optimal control (finite horizon)
optimal filtering
optimal input design
optimal regulator
optimization
order determination
order test
orthogonal canonical form
orthogonal transformation
output feedback
overlapping model

p
Pade approximation
parameter estimation
parameter perturbation
parameter tuning
partial diagonalization
partial differential equation
42

partial stabilization
performance optimization
persistent excition
perturbation technique
PID control
pole placement
pole zero pattern
polynomial matrix
polynomial operations, elementary
Pontryagins maximum principle
Popov criterion
prediction error method
predictor

Q
quadratic window

R
reachable subspace
real signal
realization
recursive estimation
recursive prediction error method
reduced model
reflection coefficient
residual test
Riccati equation
robust control
robust stability
root locus

S
Schur form
self-tuning controller
signal detection
similarity transformation
simulation
singular subspace
singular value analysis
singular value decomposition
singular value
Smith predictor
spectral analysis
spectral factorization
square root covariance filtering
square root filtering
square root information filtering
stability
stability criteria
staircase form
state estimation
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state feedback controller
state observer
state-space model
state-space representation
state-space transfonnation
steady state analysis
step response
stochastic control
stochastic differential equation
stochastic system
structural decomposition
structural invariant
structure identification
Sylvester equation
synthesis filter
system interconnection
system reduction
system response

T
time domain analysis
time optimal method
time response
time series analysis
time varying parameter
Toeplitz matrix
total least squares
trajectory optimization
transfer function
transfer matrix
transfonnation
transient behavior
transmission zero
trend prediction
triangular fonn
two point boundary value problem

U
uncertainty principle

V
variational calculus
Volterra series

W
windowing
Z
z-transfonn
zero
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Appendix Check List

A contribution to the library should contain at least the following items :

Available
1.

Location of the routine in the Library Index

o Yes

oNo

2.

Short description of what the routine is about. If
applicable, problems for which the routine is particularly
suited, comparison with similar routines.

o Yes

oNo

3.

Source text. The routine may have its original name. In
any case the name need not satisfy the naming
convention. This text should as far as possible meet the
standards.

o Yes

oNo

4.

Library Routine Document including an example program
(text, data, results).

o Yes

oNo

5.

Certification Program for validation and
purposes plus data of relevant test problems.

o Yes

oNo

6.

Keywords.

o Yes

oNo

7.

References. This may be more than
mentioned in the Library Routine Document.

o Yes

0
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